Totally reliable performance in an easy to use desktop design

Re-engineered to deliver increased paper capacity and expanded functionality in a compact desktop design, the new UF-8200 / 7200 leads the industry with 0.7 seconds (UF-8200) / 1.4 seconds (UF-7200) Quick Scan speeds. Feeding from a single sheet up to 100 sheets, the high-performance ADF mechanism smoothly and reliably transports each document. With versatile scanning and document management functions plus a user-friendly interface and ergonomic design, the UF-8200 / 7200 is much more than a high-performance fax. It is a powerful office solution that enhances productivity.

**Features**
- Advanced computer support
- ADF (Automatic Document Feeder) connected to a high-speed network
- Auto-Feed & Paper Feed Module
- Scanner Module
- ADF \(100\) SHEET CAPACITY
- LARGE PAPER CAPACITY
- MAX. \(1,100\) SHEETS WITH OPTIONAL TRAY
- STANDARD \(550\) SHEETS

**UP TO**
- \(300\) SHEET RECEIVING PAPER TRAY

**ADF**
- \(100\) SHEET CAPACITY

**Quick Scan**
- 0.7 SECONDS**

**Dual GS Port**

**LARGE PAPER CAPACITY**
- MAX. 1,100 SHEETS WITH OPTIONAL TRAY
- STANDARD 550 SHEETS

**UF-8200 / UF-7200 Options**

**Features**
- ADF & Paper Feed Module
- Scanner Module
- Network Scanner Interface
- Ethernet 10Base-T/100Base-TX
- Network Scanner / Scan-to-Email
- Data Format: TIFF-F (Profile S/F/J)
- Communication Protocol: TCP/IP, SMTP, POP3, MIME
- Printing Resolution: 600 x 1200 dpi equivalent

**UF-8200 / UF-7200 Specifications**

**Network Scanner Interface**
- Ethernet 10Base-T/100Base-TX
- Network Scanner / Scan-to-Email
- Data Format: TIFF, PDF
- Communication Protocol: TCP/IP, SMTP, POP3, MIME
- Printing Resolution: 600 x 1200 dpi equivalent

**Energy Star® Guidelines**
- This product meets the Energy Star® Guidelines as determined by U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The ENERGY STAR® program is an international partnership of governments, industries, and organizations working to promote energy efficiency and save money through voluntary energy efficiency solutions.

**Quality Management System**
- ISO 9001

**Internet Fax**

**Faxing Features**
- G3 Communication Port Kit
- Internet Fax / Email / URL (UF-8200)
- Standard For UF-8200
- X.400 (8-bit) (UE-407029)
- Internet Fax / Email / URL (UF-8200)

**Scanner Module**
- Scanner Module (UE-404093)
- Standard for UF-8200
- X.400 (8-bit) (UE-407029)
For inbound faxes, the UF-8200 / 7200 can convert them into Email attachments and send them to the appropriate Email address. This capability significantly reduces wasted paper, time and power, while increasing the dependency and reliability of storing documents in your office. With the optional Document Distribution System, the UF-8200 / 7200 can also read TDI or sub-addresses and automatically route inbound faxes to a designated user folder.

Quick Name Search
Finding a recipient's number is easy using the Quick Name Search. Just key in the recipient's name or number, and the UF-8200 / 7200 will search its database for a match in the UF-8200 (or both names and numbers) for a quick, convenient dial.

For inbound faxes, the UF-8200 / 7200 can convert them into Email attachments and send them to the appropriate Email address. This capability significantly reduces wasted paper, time and power, while increasing the dependency and reliability of storing documents in your office. With the optional Document Distribution System, the UF-8200 / 7200 can also read TDI or sub-addresses and automatically route inbound faxes to a designated user folder.

Quick Name Search
Finding a recipient's number is easy using the Quick Name Search. Just key in the recipient's name or number, and the UF-8200 / 7200 will search its database for a match in the UF-8200 (or both names and numbers) for a quick, convenient dial.

Fax Mail Protection
Fax Mail Protection prevents your fax machine from being spammed.

1. Enter the recipient's Email address.
2. Enter the fax number.
3. Choose the fax option.
4. Choose the send option.

Direct Dial by Name
To quickly dial a recipient's phone number, just key in the name or number, and the UF-8200 / 7200 will search its database for a match in the UF-8200 (or both names and numbers) for a quick, convenient dial.

For inbound faxes, the UF-8200 / 7200 can convert them into Email attachments and send them to the appropriate Email address. This capability significantly reduces wasted paper, time and power, while increasing the dependency and reliability of storing documents in your office. With the optional Document Distribution System, the UF-8200 / 7200 can also read TDI or sub-addresses and automatically route inbound faxes to a designated user folder.